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Abstract
Rationale, aims and objectives The management of many inherited metabolic disorders
(IMDs) is dependent on nutrition intervention, but few clinical management guidelines for
these uncommon disorders exist. Clinicians are forced to make nutrition treatment decisions using limited data. This results in clinical variations in both service and cost. We
describe a method for establishing management guidelines to help clinicians treat patients
with IMDs.
Methods The Southeast Newborn Screening and Genetics Collaborative (Region 3) convened a group of nine national experts in metabolic nutrition to determine the pertinent
issues in the development of nutrition management guidelines for IMDs. These experts
were trained in evidence analysis and examined established consensus techniques for
guideline development.
Results The workgroup developed a multi-step process for guideline development known
as the Delphi-Nominal Group-Delphi-Field Testing methodology, which includes a review
of scientific and grey (unpublished) literature, a Delphi survey of practice, a nominal group
meeting to clarify discrepancies, a formulation of recommendations and a second Delphi
round to assess the degree of consensus with the proposed recommendations. External
review and field testing are also built into the process.
Conclusion The evidence- and consensus-based method suggested for the development
of nutrition management guidelines for IMDs will result in the production of consistent and
accessible guidelines that can be created in a timely and cost-effective manner and offer a
validated methodology to develop management guidelines for this field to optimize
outcomes.

Introduction
Providing dietitians and clinicians with guidelines for nutrition
management of multiple metabolic disorders is an urgent need.
The ability to detect a wider array of conditions during newborn
screening through the use of tandem mass spectrometry has
resulted in the identification of more infants then in the past with
inherited metabolic disorders (IMDs) [1]. With identification
through newborn screening, clinicians have the unique but challenging opportunity for early detection and appropriate interventions to avoid or ameliorate adverse outcomes in patients with
IMD.
For IMDs, the treatment guidelines must focus on nutrition
intervention, which is basic to their management. However, nutri-
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tion treatment guidelines have not been created for most metabolic
disorders and currently, only a consensus statement for one of the
most common metabolic disorders, phenylketonuria (PKU) has
been established [2], which is in need of updating due to new
advances in the field. Similar work has been done in other disease
areas, for example, diabetes mellitus [3]. While the appropriate
course of treatment for pre-symptomatic patients is often
unknown, the prospect of preventing the devastating effects of
these diseases, including neurological consequences, is a motivating factor in developing pre-symptomatic nutrition treatment
guidelines. Furthermore, there is a need to establish consistent and
accessible nutrition treatment guidelines for existing symptomatic
patients. With this in mind, we convened a workgroup to define a
viable process for developing nutrition treatment guidelines for
1
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IMDs using consensus techniques, developed in a systematic,
transparent and rigorous manner. Herein, we describe our proposed method, which combines evidence-based review with a
combination Delphi process and nominal group technique, followed by external review, field testing and revision.
Clinical practice guideline development is a systematic and
transparent process of incorporating the best available evidence
into sets of statements that can be designed to assist clinicians,
patients and their families in making appropriate health care decisions when faced with specific clinical circumstances [3,4].
Ideally, guidelines are based on the review and synthesis of scientific evidence. Scientific evidence for clinical practice accumulates
through laboratory research, case reports and clinical trials. Unfortunately, for IMDs, very little published evidence is available.
Results from laboratory studies are often not reported to clinicians
in a manner that would result in new approaches to treatment. Case
reports can be useful, but many are not published or are not
applicable across all patients. Finally, few clinical trials exist for
IMDs because of the limited availability of subjects.
When research is lacking, the knowledge and experience of
experts is the best evidence available. This expert knowledge can
be assimilated into guidelines using consensus techniques. This
process involves multiple steps, as described by Lomas [5], which
include selecting the topic, picking the consensus group, providing
background preparation, identifying information inputs, choosing
a group judgment process, defining the criteria for recommendations and choosing a report preparation procedure and format.
Formal consensus techniques are structured methods in which
a group of experts identify and rank the importance of issues
surrounding a topic. The value of consensus-forming techniques
is based on the premise that the considered opinion of a group of
experts is more accurate than the opinion of an individual expert.
Additionally, consensus techniques force the exposure of underlying assumptions, areas of conflict and uncertainty among
experts, which allow debate and investigation to clarify the discrepant views. This debate may also expose topics for research
and stimulate the production of primary evidence for guideline
development. The techniques are usually multi-round processes
with controlled feedback. The result is a summary of the group
judgment expressed quantitatively with details about the extent of
agreement [6].
Two of the most commonly used and/or adapted consensus
techniques are the Delphi technique and the nominal group technique. Both have been used in the development of consensus
guidelines for clinical practice. Variations of the Delphi technique
have been used to produce treatment guidelines for disorders such
as 3-methylcrotonyl coenzyme A (CoA) carboxylase deficiency,
very long chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency and intestinal
Bechet’s disease [7–9]. The nominal group technique has been
used in developing guidelines for the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux in infants and children as well as other disorders
[10–12]. Details of both techniques and the advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed below.
The Delphi technique, named after the ancient Greek oracle,
was originally developed in the 1950s by RAND Corporation to
obtain the most reliable consensus of expert opinion in a political/
military setting [13]. The technique is an iterative process, which
involves surveying a group of 12 or more geographically diverse
experts by mail or electronically. The first round is an open-ended
2
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survey of expert panellists that determines the most pertinent
issues related to that topic. The expert panellists then respond to a
follow-up survey to rank the significance of the issues. With
respect to clinical practice, this may involve ranking one or all of
the following:
• priority of a treatment for use;
• appropriateness of a treatment for a condition or symptoms, and
• agreement with evidence-based clinical statements about a
condition.
There is at least one additional follow-up survey where each
panellist can view the mean ranking of the issues by the other
panellists, and have the opportunity to modify their own response
based on the group response [10,13–14]. All responses remain
anonymous. A numerical scale such as a 5–9-point Likert scale is
used to quantify the degree of consensus among the responses
[15], enabling statistical analysis of the data.
The advantages of the Delphi technique are that a large group of
experts can be included in the survey with a minimal time commitment and no travel and meeting costs. The panellists have time
to thoroughly consider their responses, which can lead to better
quality responses. In addition, the anonymity of the responses
prevents participants from being unduly influenced by institutional
loyalties or peer pressure as may happen in a face-to-face meeting.
Disadvantages specific to the Delphi technique include the inability to control the survey response rate for each round and the lack
of opportunity to discuss and clarify differences of opinion
[14,16–17]. There is also a potential for bias in both the participant
selection and survey development phases.
The nominal group technique was developed in 1971 by Van de
Ven and Delbecq to provide a structured process for making decisions when dealing with controversial and complex issues [18]. It
involves a facilitated meeting of a relatively small group of expert
panellists (typically 9–12) to formulate ideas about a topic and
come up with a group opinion as to the significance of these ideas
[16,18–19]. Each panellist contributes an idea, which encourages a
range of views to be presented. After contributing their ideas, the
panellists have the opportunity to elaborate on and clarify these
ideas through a facilitated discussion with the group.
For clinical guideline development, the ideas may involve treatments that have worked for a disorder or possible treatments that
can be provided for a specific group of symptoms. Group members
then privately rank the importance of and/or their agreement with
these ideas. The facilitator summarizes the rankings for the group
and the panellists then discuss the areas of disagreement or uncertainty. The panellists privately express their final views to the
facilitator using a quantifiable ranking scale, and the facilitator
summarizes the results from the group.
An advantage of the nominal group technique is that multidisciplinary panellists can explain their views to each other, allowing
for broader insight and problem solving, which may lead to the
panellists coming to a consensus sooner. Challenges of the
nominal group technique include extensive planning required for
the meeting and the time and travel costs involved. There is also
the potential that the group discussion format may cause some
panellists to be influenced by their peers. As with the Delphi
technique, there is a potential for bias in panellist selection.
Some researchers have used a hybrid method that incorporates
aspects of both the Delphi and the nominal group consensus techniques [5,7–8,20]. This allows the advantages of both methods to
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be explored. These hybrid methods may be similar to the RAND/
UCLA appropriateness method, which is not designed to force
consensus, but draws from the Delphi method and the nominal
group technique to determine the appropriateness and/or necessity
of medical procedures for a given disorder or clinical situation. It
starts with a literature review followed by a Delphi-type survey of
experts to rank the benefit-to-harm ratio of medical procedures. A
face-to-face meeting follows to discuss the areas of disagreement
[21]. When extrapolated to a consensus-forming method, the
advantage of using a Delphi survey prior to a face-to-face meeting
is that areas of consensus and non-consensus can be exposed and
therefore the nominal group discussion can promptly focus on the
areas of disagreement or non-consensus.

Methods and materials
A group of nine national experts in metabolic nutrition were
selected by the joint leadership of the Southeast Newborn Screening & Genetics Collaborative (Region 3) and Genetic Metabolic
Dietitians International (GMDI), and convened to identify issues
related to and steps towards the development of a process for
creating consensus-based guidelines for rare disorders. These
experts constitute the core group. Development of two sets of
nutrition management guidelines related to fatty acid oxidation
disorders was begun in collaboration with GMDI. The expert
group was trained in the American Dietetic Association’s (ADA)
evidence analysis and guidelines development processes [22]. A
facilitated face-to-face meeting was held to review the strengths
and limitations of current consensus development methods,
including both the Delphi and nominal group techniques.
The group concluded that existing methods alone were insufficient for their purposes and chose to draw on the strengths of
existing methods to develop a new combined approach which
would follow a Delphi-Nominal Group-Delphi-Field Testing
(DNDF) methodology.

Results
A new methodology for a model for clinical guideline development incorporating the principles of both evidence-based and
consensus-based techniques was created. The process is summarized in Fig. 1. The purpose of providing the proposed methodology is to lay the groundwork for these methods to be tested and
employed in a clinical setting. For the purposes of this paper, we
describe the process involved in creating the hybrid methodology.
Five workgroups were established to develop nutrition guidelines for amino acidopathies (including two groups specific to
PKU and urea cycle disorders), fatty acid oxidation disorders and
organic acidemias. Priority of disorders for guideline development
was chosen by each workgroup based on results of a GMDI membership survey. A workgroup chairperson managed the development process at each step. The definition of roles of workgroup
members are detailed in Table 1. Based on workgroup feedback,
the following steps to the methodology were described.

Step 1: literature review
The proposed process will begin with a systematic review of
published literature as well as ‘grey literature’, which would
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include unpublished communications, clinical guidelines, protocols and other resources relating to the nutrition management of
the disorder of interest. For each IMD, important clinical questions
will be determined and pertinent published articles will be
obtained using a defined search strategy with specified keywords
and inclusion/exclusion criteria. Simultaneously, there will be a
systematic search for unpublished grey literature and clinical protocols that will include contacting organizations and institutions,
searching conference proceedings and specifically requesting
these documents via a LISTSERV of metabolic nutrition professionals. Once the workgroup chair approves the lists of published
articles and unpublished documents obtained through the searches,
each article and document will be abstracted and rated for quality
by trained personnel using the ADA’s Evidence Analysis Process.
An adaptation of the review, abstraction and critical appraisal step
was developed for grey literature and clinical protocols. A quality
checklist was developed that incorporates the quality domains for
evaluating practice guidelines developed by the Appraisal of
Guidelines for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) Collaboration
[23]. Following the search and appraisal of all pertinent published
and unpublished information, each workgroup, led by the evidence
synthesizer, will summarize the literature review and identify areas
of uncertainty and practice variation. This process will be pilot
tested for usability and reliability.

Step 2: initial Delphi round
The information obtained from the literature review will be used
by the workgroups to formulate questions and/or clinical statements to be answered and ranked by a Delphi survey of experienced metabolic clinicians. The survey panels will include a doctor
and a nutritionist identified by the principal investigators from
each of the seven Health Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA)-funded regional newborn screening (NBS) and genetics
collaboratives. The panel will be sent the initial Delphi survey
electronically. When the surveys are returned, the data will be
compiled and analyzed to create preliminary recommendations for
management of the disorder noting the areas of uncertainty.

Step 3: nominal group meeting
The treatment recommendations compiled from the first round of
surveys and literature reviews will be presented to a group of
expert panellists in the nominal group format. This expert panel
will consist of two doctors, three dietitians and one academic
researcher. At least one panellist will be included who does not
practice at a metabolic centre (such as a primary care doctor). Also
in attendance will be the workgroup chair, evidence synthesizer
and writer to present information and observe the meeting,
although they will not vote. A project consultant will facilitate the
meeting. Participants will discuss and vote on their agreement with
the preliminary recommendations as well as any identified areas of
variability and disparity. Evidence will be presented relating to
areas of uncertainty and panellists will vote again after hearing this
evidence. The workgroup chair, evidence synthesizer, writer and
project consultant will incorporate the recommendations from the
meeting into a survey that will be designed to assess the level of
agreement among clinicians regarding these recommendations.
3
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Delphi process
Round 1

•Systematic review of

•

published literature

Survey of doctors and
dietitians from each HRSA
Genetics Region

•Collection/review of clinical
protocols, presentations

Summary

•Recommendations for nutrition management
based on literature review and survey

•Identification of variations in practice based on
Delphi survey

Nominal group technique

•Face-to-face meeting of expert dietitians,
doctors, researchers

•Discuss areas of practice variation, vote, discuss
recommendations, vote again

Delphi process
Round 2

•Survey of doctors and dietitians from each

HRSA Genetics Region regarding recommendations
and variations in practice identified by nominal
group technique

Nutrition guidelines
Recommendations for nutrition management
documenting areas of consensus and nonconsensus

Review process

•External review
•Field testing

(clinicians, consumers, regional
collaboratives)

Figure 1 Flowchart of guidelines development process.

Step 4: second Delphi process

Step 5: formal guideline writing

The resulting survey will be conducted via a second Delphi
process. Surveys will be sent to the same group of panellists that
responded to the first survey as well as two additional clinicians
from each HRSA-funded region. Responses will be analyzed for
consensus or lack of consensus and provided to the appropriate
workgroup that will write the recommended guidelines.

The guideline recommendations resulting from the consensus
techniques will be integrated with the available scientific evidence
to write formal guidelines for the nutrition management of the
given disorder. The type and quality rating of the ‘evidence’ used
in the formulation of each guideline will be identified and the
strength of the recommendation noted according to the GRADE
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Table 1 Definition of roles within the DNDF methodology for guidelines development
Role

Definition

Core group

Expert group who oversees guideline development and review process. Formally approves all guidelines before
dissemination. Is appointed by the joint leadership of Southeast NBS & Genetics Collaborative (Region 3) and
GMDI.
Comprised of 4–6 metabolic dietitians from clinical centres across the United States selected by application
process. Established to develop the guidelines for each disorder.
Lead workgroup member who manages the development process at each step for a specific disorder. Makes
final decision for the workgroup before submitting to core group in addition to providing input to overall
process. A member of both a workgroup and the core group.
Workgroup members or other experts trained in the evidence analysis process and responsible for critiquing
evidence reports (published articles and grey literature) and abstracting pertinent information.
Workgroup member who is selected to summarize information resulting from literature review, Delphi survey
responses and nominal group recommendations. Works closely with the writer.
Workgroup member selected to write the guidelines based on literature reviews and consensus. Will also revise
guidelines based on field testing. Works closely with the analyst.
Doctors and nutritionists who answer/rank questions and clinical statements formed by the workgroup. Those in
first round of Delphi also participate in second round. Additional panellists are added to second round of
survey. Each panellist is anonymous to each other.
Doctors (specialists and primary care), nutritionists and academic researchers who meet in person to discuss and
vote on their agreement of treatment recommendations (based on information compiled from literature review
and first round Delphi survey).
Doctors, primary users, patients or parent groups who provide feedback to workgroups on each disorder.
Workgroup member who tests guidelines by using the guidelines in patient management in a clinical setting.

Workgroup
Workgroup chairperson

Evidence analyst
Evidence synthesizer
Writer
Delphi survey panellist

Nominal group panellist

External reviewer
Field tester

system (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development
and Evaluation) [20].

Step 6: guideline review
The completed guidelines will be submitted for review to workgroup chairs, other core group members and external reviewers.
The external reviewers will include two doctors, two other primary
users (one expert and one non-expert) and a representative patient
or parent group for the disorder. A tool such as the AGREE Instrument will provide standard criteria for review and feedback from
each respondent. Responses will be forwarded to workgroup
chairs.
Workgroup members, who have not been involved in guideline
writing (to avoid bias), will use the guidelines in patient management as a preliminary short-term field test.

Step 7: revision
Any revisions considered necessary, based on feedback from the
reviewers and the preliminary field testing, will be made by the
writer and workgroup chair. The final draft of the guidelines will
be submitted to the core group for approval.

Step 8: guidelines disseminated/posted to the
World Wide Web
The Nutrition Management Guidelines will be published on the
HRSA and GMDI web sites for clinicians to use with their
patients. Follow-up comments will be collected from these clinicians to determine the degree of implementation, usefulness and
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acceptance of the guidelines. Long-term goals will include measuring effectiveness of these guidelines as they relate to health
outcomes.

Step 9: field testing and updating
Formal field testing will be conducted at each of the seven HRSAfunded regional NBS and genetics collaboratives, clinical centres
and consumer groups to determine any practice issues that need to
be incorporated into future revisions of the guidelines. The workgroup chair and GMDI members will convene every 2 years to
review published evidence and guidelines, and revise them, if
needed, in order to ensure that the most recent evidence is used in
making clinical decisions.

Discussion
To ensure that clinicians have the best information readily available to them when treating a patient with an IMD, we have developed a systematic method to establish the Nutrition Management
Guidelines for Inherited Metabolic Disorders. It is hoped that this
method can be used by other groups to lead to a consensus statement regarding the nutrition management of children with IMDs.
The method we have developed is a multi-step process that incorporates both the Delphi and nominal group consensus-forming
techniques. Hutchings et al. compared the Delphi and nominal
group techniques as methods for developing clinical guidelines for
mental health treatment [24]. They found that consensus was
greater using the nominal group technique but that the Delphi
technique was more reliable. They concluded that a hybrid method
would combine the advantages of both techniques. We have developed a hybrid of the two consensus techniques that follows a
5
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Delphi Survey-Nominal Group Meeting-Delphi Survey-Field
Testing (DNDF) methodology in order to take advantage of the
best aspects of each technique.
The first steps in our methodology involve searching the published literature and contacting a large group of experts and organizations in order to identify current or previously used treatment
procedures and nutrition interventions for a defined IMD. The
initial Delphi survey will also provide an initial assessment of how
closely clinicians agree on the importance and utility of identified
procedures and interventions. The follow-up nominal group
meeting will focus on areas of disagreement collected in the first
Delphi survey. This meeting is significant because it allows a
smaller group of experts to discuss and resolve inconsistencies and
differences of opinions with regards to these treatments, which
may result in the most appropriate interventions being recommended. The second Delphi survey allows for a larger group of
experts to anonymously offer their opinions and indicate their level
of agreement with the recommended management of the disorder,
and enables quantifying the degree of consensus. External review
and field testing will provide validation of the guidelines and allow
for revisions to be made when results from clinical practice deviate
from the guidelines. Our methodology builds in this process to
occur every 2 years in order to generate sustainability of the effort.
Variation of this methodology was pilot tested with positive
results for very long chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency
and medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency, two of the
fatty acid oxidation disorders. The results are posted on the GMDI
web site and the preliminary results were reported at the 11th
International Congress on Inborn Errors of Metabolism held in
September 2009.
Developing evidence- and consensus-based guidelines in a
transparent and rigorous manner requires a method that minimizes
bias. Potentials for bias in consensus guideline development exist
in the selection and presentation of scientific evidence, panel
selection, the structure of the interaction between participants and
the analysis phase [25]. Because scientific evidence is limited for
treatment of many IMDs, a thorough search and assessment of the
quality of the evidence available must include the grey literature.
By using evidence analysis methods to include the ADA Evidence
Analysis Process, the AGREE Instrument and the GRADE grid,
our methodology addresses the potential for bias due to evidence
quality and establish that the recommendations are feasible for
practice [20,22–23].
In order to minimize the bias in the panel selection, survey
participants and nominal group participants will be chosen to
include a multifaceted group of geographically diverse doctors,
dietitians and academic researchers from both large metabolic
centres and smaller practices. This should ensure that multiple
viewpoints are considered and avoid any bias introduced by the
availability of resources to the panellists [16]. Others have cautioned that ‘guidelines can be driven as much by “eminence” as by
“evidence” ’ [26]. Our method involves conducting a Delphi
survey, where panellists are anonymous to each other, both before
and after the nominal group meeting to help prevent any bias
introduced because of the undue influence of prominent panellists
and strong personalities. The nominal group meeting will help to
minimize bias due to misunderstanding. Finally, our methodology
attempts to avoid bias in the analysis phase by developing a welldesigned survey and involving an increased number of respondents
6
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in the second Delphi survey stage. Further checks and balances are
created by the external review as well as a commitment to reviewing the guidelines.
Although it is impossible to avoid all sources of bias, we believe
the method we have developed will produce a realistic set of
guidelines that can be combined with a clinician’s clinical judgment and a patient’s-values and expectations to determine the best
course of action.

Conclusion
The guideline development and DNDF methodology presented
here incorporates available scientific evidence with clinical expertise to produce evidence- and consensus-based guidelines for
nutrition management of rare IMDs. Review and validation techniques are built into the process to ensure the guidelines remain up
to date with currently accepted technology and practice. It is
proposed that by using these guidelines, clinicians can manage
patients with more certainty and less variability. Furthermore, the
care and management of these patients can be then documented
systematically and the outcomes tracked, creating evidence-based
clinical data collected from multiple treatment centres that will be
useful in validating and updating the guidelines. One approach
being considered is a web-based template developed for data collection based on the findings using DNDF methodology for each
disorder. Data collected from actual practices from identified
centres will be used to compare and validate guideline recommendations. This process of field testing will enable determinations of
future practice issues and revisions of the guidelines. Both the
development and the implementation of the Nutrition Management Guidelines will expose specific priority research questions
for the treatment of IMDs. The desired outcomes of these guidelines are listed in Table 2.
This method will not only make available much-needed guidelines for clinical practice in a manner that is timely, cost-effective,

Table 2 Desired outcomes of evidence- and consensus-based guidelines for nutrition management of inherited metabolic disorders
Desired outcomes
• Define evidence/consensus-based recommendations for nutrition
management of patients with inherited metabolic disorders for use
by metabolic dietitians in collaboration with doctor, other health
care providers and members of the medical team
• Reduce variations in clinical practice and services across medical
centres
• Guide practice decision that integrate medical and nutrition
management/therapy
• Provide clinicians with criteria to make recommendations for
nutrition management or recommend other treatments to achieve
outcomes
• Define quality nutrition care based on patient’s metabolic and/or
genetic alteration
• Improve patient outcomes and clinician effectiveness
• Enhance patient quality of life, prevent untoward consequences and
complications and reduce associated medical, educational and
social costs
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representing minimal bias, but also will offer a validated methodology to develop management guidelines for this field to optimize
health outcomes of the patients.
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